Crime, rather than romance, was the focus of The __ of Night
Ryan's __ took place near Riverside Hospital
A telenovella is a form of soap opera common in __ America
Agnes Nixon has been called the "__" of modern soap operas
Soap operas started as serialized __ shows in the 1930s
Days of Our Lives takes place in this fictional city
"Who shot J.R.?" was from this show
Soap Opera __ is a popular fan magazine
Proctor and __ distributed As the World Turns on CBS
Robin Wright Penn starred in Santa __ in the 1980s
East Enders and Coronation Street are soap operas in __
At first, soap operas only lasted for __ minutes
__ Hospital first aired on ABC in 1963
__ Light was the first radio drama to transition to television in 1952
Painted Dreams, by Ima __ is considered the first soap opera
The Young and the __ took place in fictional Genoa City
Search for __ aired from September 1951 to December 1986
Neighbours, Home and Away, and A Country Practice are from __
The Bold and the __ focuses on the Forrester Family
On All My Children, Susan Lucci has played her since 1970
"Like sands through the __, so our the Days of Our Lives"
Dynasty, Falcon Crest, and Knots Landing were __ soap operas
The term 'soap' comes from the companies who __ the programs
A soap's narrative, or __, can carry on for months or years
One __ __ focuses on the life of Victoria Lord
Soap operas have developed some unique filming and __ conventions
A __ ending keeps you tuning in to find out what happens next
NBC's __ __ was cancelled in 1999 after 35 years